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The J]~O decay modes f°(1270).,/and On have been studied in e+e - collisions at 3.1 GeV center of mass energy lead- 
ing to the ~r%r-'r and 7r+n-~r ° final states. The f°, r decay branching ratio is measured to be (0.20 + 0.07) X 10 -2, a val- 
ue comparable to the J]q~ radiative decay rates into the r~3, and r/"r channels. The J/¢ decay branching ratio into Or is 
measured to be (1.6 -+ 0.4) × 10 -2. 

The relatively large measured J /~ radiative decay 
rates [1 -3 ]  into ~/'r (~0.1%) and 7'3' (~0.25%) in 
comparison to the 1r°3 , mode (~0.007%) are currently 
attributed to a non-negligible charm-ant icharm (c~) 
quark component in the r~ and ~7' particles [ 4 - 8 ] .  
This assumption follows naturally once it is noted 
that the r/and r/' are already not pure ufi + dd and s~ 
quark states. There is then no reason why a further sig- 
nificant admixture of  the c~ component should not 
be present in these particles. This c~ component facili- 
tates apparent Okubo-Zweig- I i zuka  (OZI rule)violat- 
ing J /~  ~ r/(r/')'y radiative decay transitions with the 
photon being coupled to one of  the J /~  charmed 
quarks. Following these ideas it is expected that the 
J/~0 to f07 decay rate is very small since the f0 is near- 
ly a pure ufi + dd state and should not have any appre- 
ciable c~ component [8].  Alternatively the VDM al- 
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lowed J[~ decay into f07 via the intermediate J /~ 
-~ f0co transitions, having a measured rate of  (0.40 
+ 0.14)% [9], will result in an f07 decay rate similar 
to the ~r07 mode. In this letter we report our experi- 
mental results for the J/~b decay into the f°  7 channel 
studied in its n+~r-3' final state. In the same study we 
also investigated the J /~  ~ pTr decay mode in its 
7r+lr-zr 0 final state. 

The experiment was carried out with the PLUTO 
magnetic detector at the DESY electron-positron 
storage ring DORIS operated at 3.1 GeV center of  
mass energy. The detector consists of  a superconduct- 
ing solenoid having a 2 T magnetic field parallel to the 
beams. The useful magnetic volume of 1.4 m diameter 
and 1.0 m length is filled with 14 cylindrical propor- 
tional wire chambers used both for triggering and track 
recording. Two concentric layers of  lead having 0.44 
and 1.70 radiation lengths are also incorporated in the 
apparatus in order to detect photons and measure their 
flight direction. The trigger effieiencies for the 7r+Tr-3 , 
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and 7r+Tr-Tr 0 configurations, of  interest in this work, 
are evaluated to be respectively ~73% and ~75%. Fur- 
ther details concerning the detector and its perform- 
ance have been presented elsewhere [10].  

Out of  ~84  000 hadronic J /~  decay events pro- 
duced in the e+e - collisions we selected the two 
prong events associated with one 7, where the photon 
was detected via pair production or electromagnetic 
shower formation.  From this sample 1650 events 
fitted the three constraints hypothesis 

e+e - ~ 7r+n-7. (1) 

In order to eliminate wrongly identified events and 
e+e - ~ e+e - QED background, we have imposed on 
the fi t ted sample of  events a X 2 cut of  20, a colinearity 
cut of  6 ° for the two charged particles and a 16 ° cut 
for the angle between the photon and any of  the two 
charged tracks. In this way a total of  825 events re- 
mained for physics analysis. 

The measured missing mass squared recoiling 
against the two charged tracks interpreted as pions is 
shown in fig. 1 for the 825 well fitted events. A clear 
peak at MM 2 ~ 0 is seen consistent with a missing pho- 
ton or a neutral pion where only one of  its decay pho- 
tons converted or both  photons produced two unre- 
solved showers. Detailed Monte Carlo calculations si- 
mulating our experimental setup and analysing pro- 
grammes have been made. From these calculations it is 
found that ~21% of  the 7r+rr-rr 0 final state events are 
detected in PLUTO as two prong configuration asso- 
ciated with one photon  yielding a satisfactory fit to 
hypothesis (1). In these fits the photon energy and 
flight direction are well within the errors of  the parent 
n 0-meson values. Thus our fitted sample of  events con- 
sists of  a mixture of  the 7r+Tr-7 and 7r+rr-Tr 0 final 
states, 

In fig. 2 we show the Dalitz plot M20r+x 0) versus 
M2(Tr-x 0) where x 0 stands for either a photon  or a 
n0-meson. Three clear populated mass bands are seen 
in the plot corresponding to the known p+Tr-, p -  7r + 
and p°n°  decaymodes  of  the J/ff particle [ 1 1 - 1 3 ] .  
In fig. 3a the M(Tr+~r - )  distribution is presented for 
the same data with events lying within the p-+ mass 
bands (0.6 < M(Tr+-lr 0) < 1.0 GeV) removed. A strong 
signal for the p0 is seen followed by a statistically sig- 
nificant (~4  standard deviations) resonance-like en- 
hancement in the 1.2 to 1.3 GeV mass range which re- 
sembles in mass and width the isoscalar tensor 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the measured missing mass squared re- 
coiling against the ~r+*r - system for the well fitted *r+*r-~ ' 
events after removing QED background. 

f0(1270) meson. To ensure that this enhancement is 
indeed formed in the rr+Tr - system, we have reanalysed 
our data assuming different mass assignments for the 
charged tracks. No source for the enhancement other 
than the n+n - system was found. 

The combined mass distribution for the 7r+x 0 and 
n - x  ° systems is shown in fig. 3b where events lying 
within the p0,  p -  and p0, p+ mass bands respectively 
were removed. A strong signal for the p -+ is seen but 
no evidence is present for an enhancement in the 1.2 
to 1.3 GeV mass region. Hence the enhancement seen 
in the ~r+n - system cannot be at tr ibuted to the I 
= 1 0 ' (1250 [14, 15] in association with a n0-meson. 
On the other hand the association of  a 0 '0(1250) 
with a photon is forbidden by c-invariance. Alterna- 
tively the assignment o f  the e(1200) resonance [14] 
to the enhancement in the data is rather unlikely. The 
e(1200) width deduced from 7rrr partial wave analyses 
is ~600  MeV whereas the enhancement in the data is 
by about a factor four smaller. We thus conclude that 
the enhancement seen in the data is to be identified 
with the jPC = 2++ f0(1270) meson. From c-invari- 
ance it further follows that we do observe the J/qJ 

f03, radiative decay transition in its final rr+Tr-3, 
state. 

The M(rr+Tr - )  distribution shown in fig. 3a was 
fi t ted by a linear combination of  a polynomial  back- 
ground and two Brei t -Wigner  resonance shapes to ac- 
count for the p0 and f0 mesons. A satisfactory fit was 
obtained for the mass and width values 

mpo = 0.78 -+ 0.02 GeV, 1"oo = 0.13 -+ 0.02 GeV, 
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Fig. 2. Dalitz plot of  M2(n -x  0) versus M2(n+x °) where x 0 
stands for either a photon  or a n°-meson. 
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Fig. 3.(a) The M(n+n - )  distribution of  the n+~r-7 sample ex- 
cluding events lying in the p+ and p -  mass bands. (b) Com- 
bined M(n+x °) and M 0 r - x  0) distribution for the n+n-3 , sam- 
ple where x ° represents either a pho ton  or a ~r °- meson. 
Events lying within the po,  p -  and po, p+ mass bands respec- 
tively were removed. The solid lines represent the best fit to 
the data, the dashed lines represent the estimated backgrounds. 

and 

mfo = 1.23 + 0.04 GeV, Pfo = 0.13 --- 0.05 GeV, 

in agreement within errors with accepted values for 

these resonances. The observed number of  events in 
the p0 and f0 peaks as found by the fit are 183 + 16 
and 35 -+ 10 respectively. Similar fits were made for 
the 7r+vr 0 and 7r-7r 0 mass distributions to determine 
the fraction of  p+ and p -  in the data. 

To evaluate the J/VJ decay branching ratios into pvr 
and f°  7 we have used a Monte Carlo programme to 
calculate our overall experimental efficiencies. In addi- 
tion we have examined with similar programmes the 
contributions to our p0 signal from the J/VJ decay 
modes r7'7; r/' -~ p0 7 and K*0K 0 (KOK *0) channels 
where the K -+ mesons were wrongly interpreted as 
pions. We estimate that the contributions from these 
two decay modes to the p0 signal are respectively 5 
and 4 events. Similar contributions from the K * - K  + 
and K - K  *+ channels to the p -  and p+ signals were 
also estimated. The contamination to our f07 signal 
from the J /~ -> f0w, w --> ~07 channel is evaluated to 
be one event. 

In this way we obtain 

P(J/~ --> pOcrO)/F(J/~ ~ p+-'rr ~) = 0.53 + 0.15, 

in agreement within errors with previously reported 
values [11, 13] and the expected value o f  O.5 for the 
I = 0 assignment to the J /~  particle. For the relative de 
cay rate of  J/~J to f07 and p~, corrected for all f0 de- 
cay modes, we obtain 

F(J/qJ -+ fOT)/P(J/~ -+ pTr) = 0.13 +- 0.05. 

Using the total number of  hadronic J/q~ decay events 
seen in the experiment corrected for all losses we final- 
ly obtain 

r ( J / ~  -> f07)/V(J/~ ~ all) = (0.20 +- 0.07) × 10 -2 ,  

and 

l"(JIC, ~ p z r ) l r ( J l ~  ~ all) = ( 1 . 6  + 0 . 4 )  x 10 -2 ,  

corresponding to the decay widths of  0.14 -+ 0.05 keV 
and 1.1 + 0.3 keV, respectively. The overall J /~  ~ p~r 
decay rate given above is essentially the same when 
calculated from 3 × P(J/~ -+ p07r 0) or by adding up 
all the three O+vr - , p-zr  + and p°n°  measured decay 
channels. The value obtained here for P(J/~ ~ pTr)is 
somewhat higher but still consistent within errors with 
previously reported values from other experiments 
[ 1 1 - 1 3 ] .  

In conclusion, the measured J/VJ ~ f07 decay rate 
is found to be of  the same order as that of  the f0w de- 
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cay channel. Hence the description of the f0~/decay 
mode in terms of an intermediate J /¢  ~ f0co transi- 
tion has to be abandoned. The J /¢  -+ f07 rate is also 
comparable to the r/7 and r{')" decay rates and ob- 
viously much larger than the 7r°7 mode in contrast to 
what one may expect from the current theoretical 
ideas [ 4 - 8 ] .  In fact it appears as if the c~ admixture 
in the isoscalar C = +1 mesons is rather independent of 
their light quark composition. 
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